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CLIC Oak by
Hurford Flooring
is stylish, durable
and simple
to install.
CLIC Oak has been designed
to compliment a vast variety of
interior styles and decor.
The distinctive knots, grain and texture
of CLIC Oaks’ surface are combined
with quality materials making up
the multi-layer construction. These
features replicate the same elements
of a true solid Oak floor with the added
strength and durability that comes
with the engineered production.
CLIC Oak incorporates click flooring
technology, which is based on a
single action method of flooring
installation. Easy as one, two, CLIC!
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The ability to
simplify means
to eliminate the
unnecessary
so that the
necessary
may speak.
The CLIC Oak collection features 6
outstanding colours to accentuate
the Oaks distinct natural grain
and features. The options include
the top five trending colours from
Hurford Flooring’s Elegant Oak
range, plus Monaco, an exclusive
stain available only with CLIC Oak.

Natural

Whitewash

Smouldered

Slate Grey

Monaco

Colours that enhance without dominating the room.
Vintage
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Get the look

Mix the old & new

Highlight darker feature
furniture and window
coverings with CLIC Oak in
‘Natural’ teamed with white
walls, pops of bold colour
and geometric patterns.

Combine stylish modern décor and
textiles with vintage pieces.

A splash of colour

Bright ideas

Natural light works wonders
making a space feel open,
bright and fresh. For an evening,
warm light bouncing off a
light colour CLIC Oak floor will
generate pleasant moody hues
and a relaxed atmosphere.
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Be bold. Colour is the creator!
Blend different shades of colour
to create that wow factor. Finish
off by adding indoor plants and/or
flowers to bring the space to life.

CLIC Oak join system & finish
6 layer UV lacquer
system, free of VOC
Authentic 4mm
European Oak lamella
Eco friendly Heavea core
Patent Valinge 5G
locking system
Reinforced Veneer
backing

Single action
fold installation...
The boards are locked on the long side
with a traditional angling method. On
the short side, the 5G locking system
enables simple and fast installation
by vertical snap without the need of
any tools. Strong and robust locking
is ensured by an optimised profile
and a glass fibre reinforced tongue
on the short side of the panel.

CLIC Oak’s joining system allows for quick and easy installation and
can be used for both floating and glue down applications. Installing
CLIC Oak is simple. It’s based on a single fold down action saving
time and costs. The 5G locking technology is an essential component
to CLIC Oak’s design, guaranteeing superior locking strength and
ensuring no separation forces during or after installation.
CLIC Oak features a 4mm authentic European Oak lamella which is
pre-finished using a resilient 6 coat Klumpp UV lacquer system. This
system preserves the natural beauty of the Oak and ensures a stain,
scuff, scratch and slip resistant floor. The 4mm lamella is thick enough
to be re-finished, or re-sanded, assuring CLIC Oak’s longevity.
CLIC Oak is backed by a 25 Year Construction Warranty.
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Matching
accessories
CLIC Oak’s range can be teamed with a modern
selection of matching accessories. Including universal
connectors to create a smooth transition between
floor coverings and connecting rooms, plus subtle end
trims allowing for a seamless finish either between
floor coverings and horizontal/vertical surfaces
Matching accessories include Aluminium Trims, MDF
Wrapped Scotia’s and Floating Floor Underlay.
everWALK - 2mm closed cell underlay
with attached moisture protection.
hushWALK - 2mm ultra high density premium
underlay with attached moisture protection.
The trims options include stair nosing, end
section trims and universal connectors.

It’s the little things that
make the big difference.
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CLIC Oak specifications
The collective features of CLIC Oak’s quality construction and
finishes make it a suitable option for most flooring applications.
Species: European Oak
Colour Stains: Vintage, Smouldered, Whitewash, Monaco, Slate Grey, Natural
Appearance: Rustic
Core Material: Hevea
Locking System: Valinge 5G Glueless joining system
Profile: Micro bevel 4 sides
Size: 185mm x 13.5mm
Wear Layer: 4mm lamella (nominal)
Length: 1,820mm & 2,130mm
Surface: Medium wire brushed texture

Monaco

Coating: UV-cured 6 coats of Klumpp Coating
Finish: Matt (10% gloss)
Coverage: 1820mm - 2.020M2/box & 2130mm – 2.364M2/box
Packaging: 6 rows per box, maximum of 2 nested rows
Install Suitability: Floating or direct glued
Install Sub-Floor Heating: Yes
Install Over: Wood, concrete, plywood & plywood over concrete
Colour Match Accessories: Aluminium trims & MDF wrapped scotia

Vintage

Smouldered

Whitewash

Slate Grey

Natural
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#clicoak
QLD Sales & Distribution (H.O.)
400 Stapylton-Jacobs Well Road
Stapylton QLD 4207
Tel: +61 (7) 3442 6300
Fax: +61 (7) 3442 6396
salesqld@hurfordwholesale.com.au

VIC & TAS Sales & Distribution
47-57 Wedgewood Road
Hallam VIC 3803
Tel: +61 (3) 8794 3300
Fax: +61 (3) 8794 3398
salesvic@hurfordwholesale.com.au

NSW Sales & Distribution
Unit 6, 34-38 Anzac Avenue
Smeaton Grange NSW 2567
Tel: +61 (2) 4646 1406
Fax: +61 (2) 4646 1649
salesnsw@hurfordwholesale.com.au

SA & NT Sales & Distribution
7-9 Acorn Road
Camden Park SA 5038
Tel: +61 (8) 8376 6694
Fax: +61 (8) 8376 8270
salessa@hurfordwholesale.com.au

Distributed by:
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Head Office (mailing address)
PO Box 2270
Beenleigh QLD 4207
WA Sales
Tel: 0448 132 955 (Tim Stoner)
saleswa@hurfordwholesale.com.au

